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Abstract 
We report a complete set of magnetic susceptibilities of 
lanthanide complexes with a macrocyclic ligand based on a 
3,6,10,13-tetraaza-1,8(2,6)-dipyridinacyclotetradecaphane 
platform containing four hydroxyethyl pendant arms (L
1
). 
The [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes are isostructural along the lanthanide 
series from Ce
3+
 to Yb
3+
, with the only structural change 
observed along the series being the monotonous shortening of 
the Ln–donor distances due to lanthanide contraction. The 1H 
NMR spectra point to a D2 symmetry of the 
[LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes in aqueous solution, which provides a 
unique opportunity for analysis of the rhombic magnetic 
anisotropies with an unequivocal location of the magnetic 
axes. The contact contributions for the observed 
paramagnetic shifts have been estimated with density 
functional theory calculations on the [GdL
1
]
3+
 complex. Subsequently, the pseudocontact shifts could be 
factored out, thereby giving access to the axial and rhombic contributions of the magnetic susceptibility 
tensor. Our results show that the calculated magnetic anisotropies do not follow the trends predicted by 
Bleaney’s theory, particularly in the case of Ho3+ and Er3+ complexes. 
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Introduction 
The paramagnetic properties of trivalent lanthanide ions (Ln
3+
) have been exploited in NMR for more than 4 
decades. Complexes of the Ln
3+
 ions were widely used as shift reagents in the early times of NMR to reduce 
the complexity of second-order NMR spectra
1
 because the use of an appropriate paramagnetic shift reagent 
induces significant chemical shifts without provoking excessive line broadening.
2
 Shift reagents were 
particularly useful before high-field NMR spectrometers became routinely available. Later, chiral shift 
reagents were introduced in the analysis of mixtures of enantiomers and the assignment of an absolute 
configuration,
3
 an application that continues to be important nowadays.
4
 The paramagnetic shifts induced by 
Ln
3+
were also intensively used for the determination of the structure and conformational properties of 
flexible molecules
5
 and proteins
6
 and of intra- and extracellular Na
+
.
7
 
The paramagnetic properties of Gd
3+
 associated with its 
8
S electronic ground state make this metal ion an 
ideal candidate for the preparation of contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging.
8
 However, contrast 
agents based on the chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) approach represent an attractive 
alternative to the classical Gd
3+
-based agents.
9
 CEST agents contain a pool of exchangeable protons in 
intermediate-to-slow condition with bulk water (kex ≤ Δω). Application of a presaturation pulse at the 
frequency of the exchangeable protons transfers some saturated spins into the water pool, which attenuates 
the signal of bulk water.
9,10
 Complexes of paramagnetic Ln
3+
 ions shift the resonance of the exchanging 
protons well away from the bulk water resonance, so that the exchange rate of the exchangeable protons (kex) 
can be faster while keeping the slow-to-intermediate exchange regime.
10
 A similar approach was used to 
generate the CEST effect by loading liposomes with paramagnetic Ln
3+
 complexes that shift the resonance of 
water molecules inside the liposome.
11
 Similarly, paramagnetic Ln
3+
complexes have been used as chemical 
shift imaging reagents in vivo.
12
 
The NMR signals due to ligand nuclei in paramagnetic Ln
3+
 complexes experience large frequency shifts as a 
result of both contact (δij
con
) and pseudocontact (δij
pscon
) contributions:
13
 
 
  𝛿ij
para
= 𝛿𝑖𝑗
exp
− 𝛿𝑖
dia = 𝛿𝑖𝑗
con + 𝛿𝑖𝑗
pscon
   (1) 
 
where δij
para
 represents the paramagnetic shift induced by a lanthanide ion j in a nucleus i and δi
dia
 accounts 
for the diamagnetic contribution. The pseudocontact contribution results from the local magnetic field 
induced in the nucleus under study by the magnetic moment of the Ln
3+
 ion and can be written as in eq 2 if 
the reference frame coincides with the main directions of the magnetic susceptibility tensor χ:13,14 
 
  𝛿𝑖𝑗
pscon
=
1
12𝜋𝑟3
[∆𝜒ax (
3𝑧2−𝑟2
𝑟2
) +
3
2
Δ𝜒rh (
𝑥2−𝑦2
𝑟2
)]  (2) 
 
where  𝑟 = √𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2, in which x, y, and z are the Cartesian coordinates of a nucleus i relative to the 
location of a Ln
3+
 ion j placed at the origin, and Δχax and Δχrh are the axial and rhombic parameters of the 
symmetric magnetic susceptibility tensor. For the special case of axial symmetry, which holds for systems 
containing a Cn axis with n ≥ 3, D2 = 0. Bleaney
15
 proposed back in 1972 that the magnetic susceptibility 
tensor can be approximated in a power series of the inverse temperature. The first term in T
–1
 described the 
isotropic magnetic susceptibility χ0 = 1/3Tr, while the terms in T
–2
 correspond to the anisotropic part of the 
 
 
magnetic susceptibility, which Bleaney related to the conventional B0
2
 and B2
2
 crystal-field parameters of the 
second degree: 
 
𝛿𝑖𝑗
pscon
= 𝐶𝑗𝐵0
2 (
3𝑧2−𝑟2
𝑟5
) + √6𝐶𝑗𝐵2
2 (
𝑥2−𝑦2
𝑟5
) (3)   
 
Here, Cj are the so-called Bleaney factors,
15 
which are calculated as
16,17
 
 
  𝐶𝑗 =
−𝑁A𝛽
2(1+𝑝𝑗)𝜉𝑗
60(𝑘𝑇)2
      (4) 
 
where ξj is a numerical factor characteristic of each 4f
n
 configuration and 1 + pj accounts for thermally 
populated excited states. Bleaney assumed that the energy of the crystal-field splitting created by the crystal-
field parameters B0
2
 and B2
2
 is much smaller than kT, so that all crystal-field levels of the ground state 
possess similar populations. The validity of Bleaney’s theory has been the subject of some debate. 
Deviations of pseudocontact shift patterns from Bleaney’s theory have often been attributed to variations of 
the crystal-field parameters across the lanthanide series.
18
 Indeed, Binnemans and co-workers showed that 
Bleaney’s approach does not provide a good quantitative approximation because it limits the temperature 
expansion of the magnetic susceptibility in the inverse temperature to T
–2
 terms.
19
 More recently, the validity 
of the point electron-dipole approximation was also put into question.
20
 In a recent paper, Parker and co-
workers have also shown that the pseudocontact shifts of axially symmetric Ln
3+
complexes do not follow the 
trend expected from the respective Cj values.
21
 However, Bertini and co-workers found that Bleaney’s theory 
is in excellent qualitative agreement with the magnetic anisotropies obtained for the dicalcium protein 
D9k incorporating the full series of Ln
3+
 ions into the C-terminal calcium binding site.
22
 
 
 
Chart 1. Ligands Discussed in the Present Work and the Numbering Scheme Used for NMR Spectral Assignment of 
the Complexes of L
1
 
 
The magnetic anisotropy of Ln
3+
 complexes is a key property that in some cases leads to single-molecule-
magnet behavior.
23
 Thus, understanding the factors that control the magnetic anisotropies of mononuclear 
 
 
Ln
3+
 complexes is important not only for the rational prediction of the paramagnetic NMR shifts induced by 
these metal ions but also in the field of molecular magnetism.
24
 
Recently, we have shown that the macrocyclic ligand L
1
 (Chart 1) forms very inert complexes with the 
Ln
3+
 ions, while a detailed study of the structure in the solid state revealed 10-coordination of the metal ions 
by the ligand across the whole lanthanide series from lanthanum to lutetium.
25
 Furthermore, the intensity of 
the 
1
H NMR signal of bulk water can be modulated by saturation of the signals of the hydroxyl protons of 
Pr
3+
, Eu
3+
, and Yb
3+
 complexes following CEST mechanisms.
25
 Herein, the validity of Bleaney’s theory is 
assessed by analyzing the 
1
H NMR spectra of the whole series of paramagnetic Ln
3+
 ions from Ce
3+
 to 
Yb
3+
 (except Pm
3+
 and Gd
3+
). The [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes represent ideal candidates for this purpose because (i) 
they provide a complete set of isostructural complexes and experimental shifts throughout the series
26 
and (ii) 
the [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes present D2 symmetry in solution, which provides an unequivocal location of the 
magnetic axes. 
 
Results 
1
H NMR Shifts of Paramagnetic [LnL
1
]
3+
 Complexes 
The NMR spectra of paramagnetic [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes (Ln = Ce–Yb, except Pm and Gd) were recorded in a 
D2O solution at 25 °C and pH 7.0. The spectra of the complexes with Pr
3+
 and Yb
3+
were presented in a 
previous paper, and the observed paramagnetic shifts were analyzed assuming a pseudocontact 
model.
25
 All 
1
H NMR spectra present 10 signals, which points to a D2 symmetry of the complexes in 
solution, as observed previously for the Pr
3+
, Eu
3+
, and Yb
3+
analogues. The representative spectra of the 
Dy
3+
 and Ho
3+
 complexes are presented in Figure 1, while chemical shift data of [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes are 
provided in Table 1. A full attribution of the 
1
H NMR signals for each [LnL
1
]
3+
 complex could be achieved: 
(i) by comparison to the assignments made to the Yb
3+
 and Pr
3+
 complexes; (ii) on the basis of the cross-
peaks observed in the COSY spectra of Ce
3+
, Pr
3+
, Nd
3+
, Sm
3+
, Eu
3+
, and Yb
3+
 complexes (see the Supporting 
Information); (iii) by using line-width analysis because the paramagnetic contribution to the observed line 
widths is proportional to 1/r
6
, where r represents the distance between the observed nucleus and the 
paramagnetic Ln
3+
 ion.
27
 This allowed a straightforward assignment of the signals due to protons H5ax, 
which show particularly short Ln···H distances [3.46–3.49 Å according to our density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations]. Line-width analysis also allowed one to identify axial and equatorial protons because 
the former are generally closer to the Ln
3+
 ion, with the noticeable exception of the H6ax and H6eq protons, 
which present very similar Ln···H distances and thus line widths. 
 
 
Figure 1. 
1
H NMR spectra of the [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes (Ln = Dy, Ho) recorded in a D2O solution  
at 25 °C (pH 7.0, 400 MHz). 
 
 
Table 1. 
1
H NMR Shifts (D2O, 25 °C, pH 7.0, 400 MHz) Observed for [LnL
1
]
3+
Complexes 
 
 H1 H2 H3ax H3eq H4ax H4eq H5ax H5eq H6ax H6eq 
Ce 8.50 8.32 14.17 9.63 16.30 13.99 –8.80 2.68 3.24 –8.17 
Pr
a
 9.35 10.26 22.88 16.60 25.97 25.97 –18.12 5.43 1.12 –19.90 
Nd 14.62 16.17 15.14 16.17 1.06 12.08 –7.56 1.86 –4.22 –18.80 
Sm 8.41 8.14 7.36 4.82 4.92 2.90 0.50 –0.27 2.25 1.54 
Eu 1.45 –2.18 –12.00 –17.43 –1.85 –21.20 18.74 –3.51 10.59 33.58 
Tb 14.95 25.51 148.35 48.10 148.35 78.30 –146.97 –25.32 –61.00 –178.49 
Dy 33.48 49.06 166.72 70.00 122.98 76.64 –161.06 –34.18 –89.19 –228.64 
Ho 67.30 83.46 100.29 54.68 –54.20 –32.39 –79.09 –62.02 –118.82 –197.78 
Er 52.00 57.74 –6.40 3.50 –138.40 –95.84 32.51 –44.60 –44.60 –64.28 
Tm –9.25 –18.65 –83.39 –54.96 –53.52 –49.12 92.57 14.46 49.28 139.15 
Yb
a
 –4.69 –9.43 –33.84 –19.77 –9.05 –12.79 41.87 14.11 31.65 70.34 
A/ℏ (rad s–1) –0.0407 –0.02413 0.08105 –0.4136 0.00898 –0.6622 0.02111 –0.31956 –0.23895 0.10260 
 
a
Data taken from ref 25. HFCCs calculated for [GdL
1
]
3+
 at the DKH2/Neese/EPR-III level. 
 
 
Assessment of the Contact Contributions 
The contact shift caused by a Ln
3+
 ion j in a nucleus i (δij
con
) arises from through-bond transmission of an 
unpaired electron-spin density from the metal ion to the observed nucleus and can be approximated 
by eq 5:
14
 
 
  𝛿𝑖𝑗
con = 〈𝑆𝑧〉𝑗
𝜇B
3𝑘𝑇𝛾I
𝐴
ℏ
× 106     (5) 
 
where ⟨Sz⟩j represents the reduced value of the average spin polarization, μB is the Bohr magneton, k is the 
Boltzmann constant, γI is the gyromagnetic ratio of the observed nucleus, A/ℏ is the hyperfine coupling 
constant (HFCC, in rad·s
–1
), and δij
con
 is expressed in ppm. The values of ⟨Sz⟩j calculated for the different 
Ln
3+
 ions
28
 are given in Table 2, together with the Bleaney factors Cj.
29
 Inspection of eqs 3 and 5 shows that 
the relative weight of contact and pseudocontact contributions for a given Ln
3+
 ion should follow the 
⟨Sz⟩j/Cj ratio. Thus, good fits according to the pseudocontact model are expected for Yb
3+
, Tm
3+
, Ce
3+
, or 
Dy
3+
, which present ⟨Sz⟩j/Cj ratios <0.3. On the contrary, poor fits can be anticipated for Nd
3+
 and Eu
3+
.
30
 
The δij
para
 values of [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes were estimated by using the 
1
H NMR chemical shifts of the 
diamagnetic Lu
3+
 complex as a reference. The paramagnetic shifts were then initially analyzed according to a 
pseudocontact model with eq 2. As structural models, we have used optimized geometries obtained with 
DFT calculations performed in aqueous solution at the TPSSh/LCRECP/6-31G(d,p) level (Figure 2; see the 
computational details below). According to our calculations, the Ln–donor distances decrease across the 
lanthanide series following a quadratic trend, as expected for an isostructural series of Ln
3+
 complexes 
 
 
(Figures S15 and S16, Supporting Information).
31,32
 The quality of the agreement between the experimental 
and calculated shifts was assessed by using the AFj factor defined as
33
 
 
  AF𝑗 = [∑ (𝛿𝑖
exp
− 𝛿𝑖
cal)
2
/∑ (𝛿𝑖
exp
)
2
𝑖𝑖 ]
1/2
   (6) 
 
where δi
exp
 represent the pseudocontact shifts obtained from the observed δij
para
 values by subtracting the 
contact contribution, while δi
cal
 represent the pseudocontact shifts calculated with eq 2. This analysis was 
found in our previous paper to provide a satisfactory agreement, neglecting contact contributions for 
Yb
3+
 (AFj = 0.044), while for Pr
3+
, the agreement factor was considerably higher (AFj = 0.112). The data 
presented in Table 2 show that the best agreement according to the pseudocontact model is provided by 
Ln
3+
 with high Cj/⟨Sz⟩j ratios, while unacceptable AFj values are obtained for Nd
3+
 and Eu
3+
. These results 
clearly show that contact shifts provide important contributions to the overall paramagnetic shifts observed 
for several [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes. 
 
 
Figure 2. Structure of the [EuL
1
]
3+
 complex optimized in aqueous solution at the TPSSh/LCRECP/6-31G(d,p) level and 
orientation of the magnetic axes used in analysis of the pseudocontact shifts. H atoms, except those of hydroxyl protons, 
have been omitted for simplicity. 
 
The isotropic HFCCs A/ℏ responsible for the contact shifts in Ln3+ complexes (eq 5) are the result of the 
Fermi contact interaction and depend on the difference between the majority spin (α) and minority spin (β) 
densities at the position of the nucleus i [ρα–β(Ri)] as expressed in eq 7:
34
 
 
  
𝐴
ℏ
=
8𝜋2
3S
𝛽e𝛽N𝑔e𝑔N𝜌
𝛼−𝛽(𝑅𝑖)     (7) 
 
 
where βN and βe are the nuclear and Bohr magnetons, respectively, gN and ge are the nuclear and free-
electron g values, and S is the total electron spin of the system. In a previous work, we have shown that all-
electron relativistic DFT calculations based on the second-order Douglas–Kroll–Hess (DKH2) method 
(DKH2/Neese/EPR-III) provide accurate A/ℏ values for different Gd3+complexes.35,36 Similar calculations 
performed for [GdL
1
]
3+
 provide the HFCCs listed in Table 1. The calculated A/ℏ values present different 
signs depending on the nucleus under consideration, which shows that the spin-density distribution is 
dominated by the spin-polarization mechanism, which is the result of an effective attraction of unpaired 
electrons to the nearby ones of the same spin.
37
 The proton nuclei of the pyridyl units H1 and H2 present 
very low calculated A/ℏ values because they are rather far away from the metal center in terms of the number 
of bonds. Important negative A/ℏ values are calculated for the equatorial protons of the ligands H3–H6, 
while the axial protons present positive HFCCs with smaller absolute values. These results are in line with 
our previous calculations, which showed that the A/ℏ values are very sensitive to the H–C–X–Gd dihedral 
angle (X = N or O).
36 
 
Table 2. Values of Cj at Room Temperature, Values of ⟨Sz⟩ and Effective ⟨Sz⟩ (⟨Sz⟩
eff
) Values, Axial (Δχax) and Rhombic 
(Δχrh) Magnetic Susceptibilities, and Agreement Factors (AFj) Obtained from Analysis of the Paramagnetic 
1
H NMR 
Shifts of [LnL
1
]
3+
 Complexes 
 
 Cj 
a
 ⟨Sz⟩ 
b
 ⟨Sz⟩
eff c
 Δχax × 10
–32
 m
3 d Δχrh × 10
–32
 m
3 d AFj 
e
 AFj 
f
 
Ce –6.3 –0.974 –0.037 –1.97 ± 0.05 –1.68 ± 0.08 0.0770 0.0770 
Pr –11.0 –2.956 –2.370 –3.59 ± 0.02 –2.76 ± 0.05 0.1115 0.0452 
Nd –4.2 –4.452 –3.577 –0.32 ± 0.03 –4.21 ± 0.04 0.2415 0.0507 
Sm –0.7 0.06 g g g g g 
Eu 4.0 10.68 10.06 1.20 ± 0.04 4.75 ± 0.06 0.4370 0.0577 
Tb –86 31.853 22.01 –22.5 ± 0.2 –23.1 ± 0.3 0.1505 0.0418 
Dy –100 28.565 15.88 –20.1 ± 0.2 –33.2 ± 0.3 0.1013 0.0335 
Ho –39 22.642 11.44 3.1 ± 0.2 –39.7 ± 0.3 0.0940 0.0429 
Er 33 15.382 6.079 17.3 ± 0.2 –18.3 ± 0.3 0.0988 0.0732 
Tm 53 8.210 4.710 9.6 ± 0.2 19.5 ± 0.2 0.0697 0.0500 
Yb 22 2.589 1.371 2.74 ± 0.05 10.57 ± 0.07 0.0449 0.0321 
 
aValues at 300 K scaled to −100 for Dy taken from ref 29. bFrom ref 28. cEffective ⟨Sz⟩ values obtained from 
analysis of the paramagnetic shifts (see the text). 
d
Axis orentations are defined according to Figure 2. 
e
Neglecting 
contact contributions. 
f
Including contact contributions. 
g
Sm
3+
 was not included in the analysis because of the small 
paramagnetic shifts induced by this ion. 
 
 
Analysis of the 
1
H NMR Paramagnetic Shifts Including Contact Contributions 
The A/ℏ values obtained with the aid of DFT calculations can be used to estimate the contact contributions of 
each ligand nuclei with eq 5 and the ⟨Sz⟩ values available in the literature.
28
 This approach was successfully 
applied to analyze the paramagnetic 
1
H NMR shifts of different Tb
3+
complexes, including [TbL
2
]
−
 and 
[TbL
3
]
3+
 (Chart 1).
36
 Subsequently, the pseudocontact contributions can be obtained by subtracting the 
contact contributions from the overall paramagnetic shifts (eq 1). In the case of [TbL
2
]
−
, the pseudocontact 
shifts obtained by using this methodology were found to be in good agreement with those obtained by 
 
 
Berardozzi and Di Bari using a completely different approach.
38
 Our initial analysis of the paramagnetic 
shifts observed for [TbL
1
]
3+
 afforded similar results because the agreement factor improved noticeably upon 
the inclusion of contact shifts. However, this preliminary analysis also showed that the use of ⟨Sz⟩ values 
somewhat different from those reported in the literature resulted in better agreement factors. This is 
illustrated for the representative [PrL
1
]
3+
 and [DyL
1
]
3+
 complexes in Figure 3. Thus, for each 
[LnL
1
]
3+
 complex, the paramagnetic shifts were analyzed by varying ⟨Sz⟩ around the tabulated values and 
calculating the agreement factors AFj at each point. The plots of AFj versus ⟨Sz⟩ were subsequently fitted to a 
fourth-degree polynomial function, which presents a minimum that provides an effective ⟨Sz⟩ value (⟨Sz⟩
eff
), 
giving the best agreement between the experimental and calculated paramagnetic 
1
H NMR shifts (Table 2). 
An important improvement of the agreement factors was observed for all Ln
3+
 ions upon the inclusion of 
contact contributions, with the exception of Ce
3+
, which provided an ⟨Sz⟩
eff
 value very close to zero (Table 2). 
The agreement factors obtained upon the inclusion of contact contributions are very good, ranging from 
0.032 for Yb
3+
 to 0.077 for Ce
3+
. Obviously, a particularly important improvement of the agreement between 
the experimental and calculated paramagnetic shifts is observed for those complexes with important contact 
shifts such as [EuL
1
]
3+
. This becomes evident by comparing the absolute differences between the 
experimental and calculated paramagnetic shifts (Δδ) with and without the inclusion of contact shifts 
(Figure 4). Neglecting the contact contribution results in very large deviations of the experimental and 
calculated shifts (up to 13.1 ppm), noticeably in the case of equatorial protons. Considering the contact 
contributions in the analysis of the paramagnetic shifts reduces the Δδ values to 0.04–1.72 ppm. 
 
 
Figure 3. Plot of the agreement factor AFj versus the effective ⟨Sz⟩ value used in analysis of the 
1
H NMR paramagnetic 
shifts of [PrL
1
]
3+
 (squares) and [DyL
1
]
3+
 (circles). The solid lines represent the fit of the data with minima at ⟨Sz⟩
eff
 of 
−2.37 (Pr) and 15.88 (Dy). 
 
The calculated ⟨Sz⟩
eff
 values (Table 2) deviate significantly from those reported in the literature for most of 
the Ln
3+
 ions. These differences could arise from the inaccuracy of the ⟨Sz⟩ values available in the literature, 
which were obtained by neglecting the ligand-field splitting of the J manifold,
37
 but could also be the result 
of errors in the A/ℏ values obtained with our DFT calculations, changes in the HFCCs along the lanthanide 
series, or a combination of these three factors. Whatever the reasons for these deviations, the ⟨Sz⟩ values 
 
 
obtained for [LnL
1
]
3+
complexes and the theoretical values provide a rather good linear correlation (R
2
 > 0.98; 
Figure S14, Supporting Information), which provides support to our methodology. 
 
 
Figure 4. Absolute deviations (Δδ) of experimental and calculated Eu3+-induced 1H NMR shifts in [EuL1]3+. Color 
code: gray, neglecting contact contributions; blue, including contact contributions. 
 
Analysis of the Magnetic Anisotropy 
Analysis of the paramagnetic 
1
H NMR shifts of [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes provides axial (Δχax) and rhombic (Δχrh) 
anisotropies of the magnetic susceptibility tensor. Assuming that the magnetic axes coincide with the 
three C2 symmetry axes of the molecule, analysis of the pseudocontact shifts according to eq 2 still yields six 
degenerate solutions that correspond to the six different orientations of the magnetic axes. For each of these 
solutions, the calculated shifts (and thus agreement factors AFj) are identical, but the values of Δχax and 
Δχrh are different. Thus, we have taken the arbitrary orientation of the principal axes of the magnetic 
susceptibility tensor shown in Figure 2, which provides the Δχax and Δχrh values listed in Table 2. 
The magnetic anisotropies calculated for [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes follow the qualitative trends predicted by 
Bleaney’s theory for most of the lanthanide ions, with the noticeable exceptions of Ho3+ and Er3+. Indeed, 
the Cj value reported for Ho
3+
 (−39) has the same sign as those of Tb3+(−86) and Dy3+ (−100), and therefore 
the Δχax and Δχrh values characterizing the magnetic anisotropies of these complexes should have identical 
signs. However, this is not the case. This anomalous behavior can already be noticed by a simple inspection 
of the spectra shown in Figure 1. Indeed, according to Bleaney’s constants, the paramagnetic shifts of the 
Ho
3+
 complex should amount to about 39% of those observed for the Dy
3+
 analogue. However, certain proton 
signals observed for [HoL
1
]
3+
 present larger shifts compared with [DyL
1
]
3+
 (i.e., H1 and H2, which can be 
unequivocally assigned on the basis of their integration and line widths), and furthermore the signs of some 
of the resonances are reversed. A comparison of the spectra recorded for the Er
3+
, Tm
3+
, and Yb
3+
 complexes 
also reveals the anomalous behavior of the Er
3+
 complex. Plots of Bleaney’s factors versus the Δχax and 
Δχrh values provide reasonably good linear correlations when Ho
3+
and Er
3+
 are excluded from the fit 
(Figure 5) but clearly highlight that the latter two metal ions do not follow the trend expected according to 
Bleaney’s theory. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Plots of Bleaney’s factors Cj versus the Δχax and Δχrh values obtained for [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes. The solid lines 
correspond to linear fits of the data (R
2
 > 0.988) excluding Ho
3+
 and Er
3+
. 
 
Discussion and Conclusions 
The present contribution has shown that the paramagnetic 
1
H NMR shifts of [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes do not 
follow the trend expected according to Bleaney’s factors. The validity of this theory has been the subject of 
debate during the last 15 years. In particular, Bleaney assumed that the ligand-field splitting is smaller 
than kT, so that the crystal-field levels of the ground multiplet should have comparable populations at room 
temperature. The assumption was questioned by Binnemans and co-workers using numerical simulations of 
the magnetic anisotropies of lanthanide complexes considering different coordination numbers and 
coordination polyhedra.
19
 These simulations predicted that for most coordination polyhedra the signs of the 
magnetic anisotropy should follow the trends predicted by Bleaney, with the noticeable exceptions of 
coordination polyhedra in which rank-two crystal-field parameters are small or zero. In such cases, the sign 
of the magnetic anisotropy could be irregular. The results obtained in this study provide experimental 
evidence for the behavior predicted by Binnemans and co-workers, and later suggested by Parker and co-
workers from analysis of the shifts observed for pyridyl protons located at least four bonds away from the 
metal ion (Ln = Tb–Yb).21 
The study presented in this paper allowed us to calculate a reliable set of magnetic anisotropies for all 
paramagnetic rhombic [LnL
1
]
3+
 complexes (except Pm and Gd), which required an accurate estimation of the 
contact contributions to the paramagnetic shifts. This was achieved in the past by using the Reilley 
 
 
method,
39
 which allows the separation of contact and pseudocontact contributions relying on several 
assumptions: (i) A series of complexes is isostructural along the lanthanide series. (ii) The Bleaney 
constants Cj and spin expectation values ⟨Sz⟩ do not differ significantly from the tabulated values. (iii) The 
crystal-field parameters and HFCCs do not change across the lanthanide series. The Reilley method was, 
however, shown to perform poorly for complexes that did not show important structural changes across the 
series, such as, for instance, the [LnL
2
]
−
 and [Ln(DPA)]
3–
 (DPA = 2,6-dipicolinate) derivatives.
40,41
 Another 
notable example was provided recently with analysis of the magnetic anisotropy in endohedral nitride 
clusterfullerenes, which revealed remarkable deviations from the linear trends expected according to the 
Reilley method for Tb
3+
 and Tm
3+
.
42
 Application of the Reilley method to the [LnL
1
]
3+
complexes results in 
plots of δij
para
/⟨Sz⟩j versus Cj/⟨Sz⟩j that are clearly nonlinear, confirming that the conditions mentioned above 
are not fulfilled (Figure S17, Supporting Information). 
The methodology reported here does not rely on any of the assumptions listed above, and it only requires a 
reasonable estimate of the relative values of the HFCCs for the different Ln
3+
complexes from DFT 
calculations performed on the Gd
3+
 analogue.
36
 Even in the case that the A/ℏ values change considerably 
across the series, the plots such as those in Figure 3 correct these deviations if the relative values for the 
different nuclei do not change significantly. 
A full set of magnetic anisotropies was reported by Bertini et al. for the Ln
3+
 ions fixed in a protein 
matrix.
22
 This approach avoids any contamination of the paramagnetic shifts with contact contributions, 
which are expected to be important only for nuclei placed a few bonds away from the paramagnetic center. 
Bertini et al. concluded in that study that the magnetic anisotropies followed reasonably well the predictions 
of Bleaney’s theory. In view of the results reported here, it is clear that, in spite of its usefulness to 
rationalize the paramagnetic shifts of many series of Ln
3+
complexes, Bleaney’s theory should be used with 
care because it might fail even in making qualitative predictions. 
The paramagnetic shifts induced by the Ln
3+
 ions have been used for different applications for more than 40 
years. However, some recent studies have witnessed that subtle changes in the Ln
3+
 coordination 
environment may provoke drastic changes in the magnetic anisotropies of these ions. For instance, it has 
been shown that the formation of fluoride dimers with linear Ln–F–Ln bridging units caused dramatic 
changes in the observed 
1
H NMR shifts induced by Yb
3+
,
43
 while the binding of F
–
 to Ln
3+
(DOTA) 
tetraamide complexes provoked a change of the magnetic anisotropy from a prolate to an oblate distribution 
or vice versa.
44
 The results reported here represent a significant advance for rationalization of the 
paramagnetic shifts induced by the Ln
3+
ions, with a great potential impact for the development of 
PARASHIFT contrast agents
21
 and the application of paramagnetic Ln
3+
 ions in NMR spectroscopy of 
proteins.
45
 
 
Experimental and Computational Section 
NMR Spectroscopy 
1
H NMR spectra were recorded at 25 °C in solutions of the complexes in D2O on a Bruker ARX400 
spectrometer. Chemical shifts were referenced by using the residual solvent proton signal (δ = 4.79 ppm).46 
Computational Details 
All calculations presented in this work were performed by employing the Gaussian 09 package (revision 
D.01).
47
 As for the Pr and Yb complexes reported in our previous work, full geometry optimizations of the 
[LnL
1
]
3+
 systems (Ln = Ce, Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Ho, Er, Tm) were performed in aqueous solution employing 
DFT within the hybrid meta generalized gradient approximation, with the TPSSh exchange-correlation 
 
 
functional.
48
 The large-core quasirelativistic effective core potentials (ECPs) and associated [5s4p3d]-GTO 
basis sets of Dolg and co-workers were used for the lanthanides,
49
 while the ligand atoms were described 
using the standard 6-31G(d,p) basis set. The stationary points found on the potential energy surfaces as a 
result of the geometry optimizations have been tested to represent true energy minima using frequency 
analysis. HFCCs of the ligand nuclei in [GdL
1
]
3+
 were computed using the all-electron DKH2 method, as 
implemented in Gaussian 09,
50
 with the all-electron scalar relativistic basis set of Pantazis and Neese for the 
Gd atom
51
 and the EPR-III basis sets of Barone for C, H, N, and O atoms.
52
 EPR-III is a triple-ζ basis set 
optimized for the computation of HFCCs that includes diffuse functions, double d polarizations, a single set 
of f-polarization functions, and an improved s part to better describe the nuclear region. Bulk water solvent 
effects were included by using the polarizable continuum model, in which the solute cavity is built as an 
envelope of spheres centered on atoms or atomic groups with appropriate radii. In particular, we used the 
integral equation formalism
53
 variant, as implemented in Gaussian 09. The universal-force-field
54
 radii 
scaled by a factor of 1.1 were used to define the solute cavity. 
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